1. Announcements
2. Papers
3. Question
4. Motion

The Right Honourable Prime Minister, Minister of Defence, Home Affairs, Minister for Rodrigues and National Development Unit -

“That all the business on today’s Order Paper be exempted from the provisions of paragraph (2) of Standing Order 10.”

5. Statements by Ministers
6. Motion

The Rt Honourable Prime Minister, Minister of Defence, Home Affairs, Minister for Rodrigues and National Development Unit -

“This Assembly is of opinion that in view of the enactment of the Finance and Audit (Amendment) Act 2015 which provides for simplified estimates to be laid before this Assembly for the appropriation, by vote of expenditure, of the sums necessary to meet the financial requirements on all the services of the Government, it is necessary and expedient that the Standing Orders Committee be empowered, and it is hereby empowered, to look into the Standing Orders and Rules of the National Assembly (1995) presently in force, more specifically Standing Orders 52 and 73, with a view to making recommendations for the necessary changes to be brought to the provisions relating to the procedure in connection with the Appropriation Bill”.
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